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About This Game

Originally released as a PSP exclusive, Ys SEVEN was the first fully 3D Ys title, the first Ys title to include a party-based battle
system allowing players to swap control of characters in real-time, and the most story-heavy Ys game of its time.

This original PC port presents the game in full upscaled HD with a wide variety of resolution options, smooth 60 fps gameplay,
full Steamworks integration featuring a variety of new achievements, and even a revised localization to ensure players receive

the most immersive gaming experience possible.

Join redheaded adventurer Adol Christin and his loyal companion, Dogi, as they make good use of their pirate connections from
adventures past to weigh anchor in the bustling port city of Altago – a former world trading capital that was cut off from foreign

visitation for far too long by an all-too-recently ended war with the Romun empire.

The people of Altago are still distrustful of foreigners, and the land is crawling with monstrous creatures who are invulnerable to
standard steel, rendering Adol’s tried and true arsenal of weapons from games past ineffective. Forced to rearm and retrain from
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scratch – and to prove his worth to this new country’s somewhat xenophobic populace – Adol takes up a king’s quest to explore a
nearby set of ruins, only to find himself embroiled in a high-stakes game of appeasing ancient dragons and saving the world…

yet again.

Along the way, he’ll meet a variety of companions old and new who will join him in his quest via the newly introduced party
system, wherein up to three characters may be controlled at any one time. Only by mastering the use of pierce, slash, and thrust

attacks, as well as dozens of unique skills, quick dodging, “flash guarding,” and more can Adol and his team uncover the
mystery of the Five Great Dragons, the five ancient tribes of Altago, and the recent string of earthquakes that threaten to tear

apart this ancient and storied land.

Come take part in the first Ys adventure of the modern era! The frenetic challenges and massive bosses that made this historic
series famous are back, and they’re bigger than ever.

Make SEVEN your lucky number!

Key Features:

Fast, real-time combat with dozens of unique abilities, both physical and magical

A brand new party system allowing for up to three playable characters at once, including Adol’s loyal sidekick Dogi and
fan-favorite mercenary Geis from Ys VI: The Ark of Napishtim

Enormous screen-filling bosses set to quintessentially Ys rock music composed by the legendary Falcom Sound Team
jdk

One of the most complex and involving storylines of the entire series, spanning well over 20 hours’ worth of gameplay

Upscaled HD graphics and consistent 60 fps framerate bring this former PSP-exclusive title up to modern PC standards

Full Steamworks integration, including a bevy of new achievements
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Title: Ys SEVEN
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Nihon Falcom
Publisher:
XSEED Games, Marvelous USA, Inc.
Franchise:
Ys
Release Date: 30 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel® Core™i5 2.4GHz or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 1280x720 Intel® HD Graphics 4400

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: HD Audio

English,Japanese
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This puzzle-adventure game has surprised me in a good way. Despite some details to polish, the game is pretty amusing and the
challenges makes you want to try once and again.. I need only quote the pause menu to get across how unfinished this game is.
Ahem,

"
Resume
[Something]
Options (Not Work)
Exit
"

That's right, the options are "not work", which speaks volumes about the game as a whole. It seems well-designed on the surface
level, but as you get deeper into the game (as in, 15 minutes deeper), the flaws will start to show.

I would recommend the game, if not for the egregious laziness in leaving something as basic as an *options menu*
unimplemented for a year. You know what that means? It means the game is abandoned.. Pros:

-Game's pretty, models are fairly well-animated.
-Premise is interesting.
-Music's fairly decent, both in ambience and otherwise.

Cons:
-Too short. Game can be finished in three hours, even if you take your time and search for secrets. Sure, you can replay it, but
there's not much reason to.
-Too easy. No enemy in the game is very threatening - guards can be stunned from a distance and are terrible at pathing around
obstacles.
-Boss fights are outrageously simple. Wait for specific timing, pick up projectile, hurl at boss, repeat. Only time I died was
when I fell into a pit after a fight had ended, and that was because of wonky platform hitboxing.
-Puzzles aren't difficult or complex or even interesting - hope you like the ol' switch-puzzle sewer-pipe-puzzle light-mirror-
puzzle cliches, because that's all you'll get.
-The physics-manipulation-mechanic is a gimmick. I wish I'd just been given a stun gun and the ability to pick items up and
carry them above my head, because they'd have the same utility - and be a lot easier to use.
-Story is cliched and uninteresting. Try to guess what's going to happen next in the plot, and ninety percent of the time you'll be
right. "No, vaguely-threatening mustached-man, I'm VERY convinced that that was an accident and you're distraught about my
near-death."
-Voice acting ranges from ok to awful. And somebody's always yammering in your ear.

All in all, this might be worth it if it were on sale for $5. At $15 it just isn't, unless you really are so starved for interesting
graphics that you can muddle through the mediocrity of... everything else.. This game is great fun, and one of the few VR titles
that I can honestly say is worth the money. I've put in about 20 hours of single player action so far, and haven't played
multiplayer yet. I'm sure that's awesome as well, since it seems the game was designed around coop. The single player missions
are hard even when you set the difficulty to easy, so I'm sure the experience is even better. I just didn't want to jump into
multiplayer green and drag down the team. I think I am ready now. :-).

It would be nice is the devs created controls for the motion controllers and not just the gamepad, but given that it is Battlezone,
the dual stick on the gamepad works great for manuvering the tank. I would probably choose to use the gamepad even if the
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motion controllers were an option. Since it is a seated experience, then it really doesn't matter much to me.

I can see why some people experience motion sickness with this title. I find you have to acclimate to it. The woosy feeling
seemed to subside the better I got at driving the tank. I think it's good form for the devs to try and make it easier for those that
are more suseptable to it, but I wouldn't want them to enforce it accross the board. It would have to be optional. I have no
problem with the game the way it is now, and I wouldn't want to lose my peripheral vision in exchange for the "fix".

Other than that, I find that some of the enemy respawns in the game are cheap shots meant to burn your lives. In a typical
conflict you win ground and advance the line. Not so much here. You'll clear the same area several times. I'm starting to predict
it, but I don't think it's necessary. I'd rather have them throw more enemy at me from a distance than have a single heavy tank
respawn behind me. If they are gonna suckerpunch you then they should make the lives a little more affordable. I have been
unable to get to the bigger upgrades simply because I'm spending too much on lives that (in most cases) I shouldn't have lost.
However, that too could be because the game is really designed for multiplayer.

The biggest selling point in my opinion is the replayability. I know I am going to burn hours on this title because of the way
they've designed it. No two campaigns are the same, and it's fun of you just want to spend ten minutes, or if you want to play for
hours. The VR games are still emerging, and it seems we have new choices almost every day, but only a few will stand the test
of time. My money is on this game being one of them.. Gameplay\/review (12 minutes): 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=SYPWveV0L7U

This is an awesome free game which I'd see no problem spending money on but the fact it's free is just great and it should be in
everyone's game library.

It makes great use of the play area since there were very few moments I found myself standing still. There are always some
bullets being fired your way which you will have to dodge. In that sense it's a little bit similar to Sairento VR.

On each level you will switch location and it makes it a much more enjoyable experience than what I imagine it otherwise would
have been like.

Strategy is key here. You have to carefully decide which robot to shoot first at least that's what I found when playing some of
the later levels.

Also reloading requires timing. You can't reload until you've empited a mag. That might sound dumb but it really makes the
gameplay more difficult and as a result more fun.

The graphics are average. I mean, it's not amazing but it's not really that bad either.

This is definitely one of the best free games (for HTC Vive) I've played so far and really recommend it. I'm not a huge fan of
wave shooters but this one was actually quite
fun!. Lucent Heart is a free to play Asian styled MMORPG. Anime characters and social relationship game elements, ultimate
end goal of a relationship is marriage. It worked, looked ok, sounded ok, played ok.
Try it, maybe you will like it.

For more info:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bjpU2vWeaA4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILqeuRcNL8Q

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4WHXjiWqDI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWux9qcLyUk

http://www.gamerevolution.com/review/lucent-heart

http://www.metacritic.com/game/pc/lucent-heart-stadia
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http://www.mmorpg.com/gamelist.cfm/game/603/view/reviews/load/174/Footloose-or-Funless.html. Very original mechanic.
Easy to learn, hard to master. After reaching like 100 u need a pretty good reflex to continue. Totally recommend!. Excelente
juego, simple a la vez que muy entretenido, lástima que no tenga autobalance de los equipos, algo que los "veteranos"
aprovechan para formar equipos de 14 veteranos vs 7 novatos lo cual hace que en estos casos la partida sea como jugar un
tutorial en el que se aprende a disparar a dianas móviles, espero que en un futuro arreglen este problema y se autobalancee.

ACTUALIZO:
Por desgracia no solo no han arreglado el problema de los abusos y el desbalance de equipos sino que además el online está
MUERTO, ya no juega nadie por lo que es un juego que murió y por tanto paso a cambiar el recomendado por NO
RECOMENDADO.
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Wow! Awesome experience. Flying by controller and being able to look around while changing direction and altitude is an
amazing feeling.

Have only done the learning trials so far, having trouble getting actual Broomball to start. Keeps defaulting me back to trials.
Not sure if that is intended.

You guys are on to something. Stick with it. (BTW, adding in a temporary speed boost function would rock). I wish i could give
this game a better rating but there is so much wrong that it can't be helped. Firstly, storymode would be good if i could pess a
button to restartl! the levels themselvs require memorization but wen you get to the next level and quit you have to restart, I dont
know how people can beat the game! Next the main gaime "mindless Running" more like pontless running,with your score only
unlocking achevements and not being posted on a leaderboard anywhere there is no real reason to play it. plus in two of the
maps the traps are hard to see that when you die it makes you want to brake your computer. On the other hand the music is
incredable and that is why i keep playingc.3.5/10. go buy an overprices Frappe instead. why did my friend gift me this
unadding him now
2/10. Played the original OrbisVR and refunded it once I realized I was going to be interacting with screeching kids and socially-
inept middle-aged men and wandering through an empty world while repeatedly using the same 2 weapon combos. I didn't buy
this (I was thinking I might at first, as I desperately want a VR MMO experience to come to fruition), but I just wanted to leave
this review to say that, if you want a concept like this to work, make it anime-styled and give lots of weapon and armor
customization.

People are desperate for a Sword Art Online experience, you should give them that. They'll put up with the grind just to play in
a pretty, high-fantasy MMO using their headset, voice chat and hand gestures.

If you make a game like this, I will buy it. But until then, the game's graphics are too simplistic and the world too flat-looking to
catch my eye.

I wish you luck on your future games, because I don't think Orbis is going to appeal to anyone other than people who are looking
for new titles to justify spending $600+ on VR peripherals.
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